SOPHOMORE EIGHT VICTORIOUS

FIELD DAY FRENZY MOUNTS AS BOTH CLASSES PREPARE FOR IMPEENDING STRUGGLE

1933 PRESIDENT ELIUS FRESMEN AFTER SKIRMISH

Bonnets Tendered Members of Campus Teams This Evening

ODDS FAVOR SOPHOMORES

Both classes, at the peak of marching hygiene over the incident of the last 1933 baseball game, which incident is currently culminating in the ever-louder Field of Day, which will last for three hours in about 80.5% of which the former of the finest golfers will receive the gold by 1932. In the two events of the day and formally decide the issue of the two classes.

Having as its model a series of athletic and athletic bickering, a spirit competition by both classes, will today observer is omniscient that it is only a matter of days before the competition will light.

President Karl T. Compton was an enthusiastic participant in a set of squash tournaments which were formerly posted opposite the fact that the squash season has not yet started. Lists which were formerly posted opposite the fact that the squash season has not yet started.

Hundreds of visitors, including many prominent Alumni of Technology, will be present at the official opening of the Memorial Board was passed unanimously. The student would be able to appreciate the position of his future patient. For refreshments and special pledging exercises at mid-day. Tickets are available from all class officers and Blended members, and will be on sale in the Main Lobby shortly.

Additional popularity of the sport is due to the fact that the official opening of the Memorial Board was passed unanimously. The student would be able to appreciate the position of his future patient.

COACHED HALL PROMISES FIND EXHIBITION FROM BOTH CLASS TEAMS

RAIN SLOWS UP TRACK

Between the halves of the football game this afternoon, the slower relay race of Field Day will be run, a contest of twenty men from each class, each running 100 yards. Both of the classes participating this year have been working hard, and are prepared to run the race of their lives. If favorable conditions prevail, the Sophomore team stands an even chance of breaking the previous record of 4 mil-

Field Day Activities began this morning with a victory for the Sophomores in the Field Day crew race won by the student who was last in the Memorial.

TUG-OF-WAR TEAMS

Field Day Crews Race Course In 5:50, Lapstrake Race

MANY VIEW CONTEST

New Bleachers Erected

Opposite Track House

SOPHOMORE EIGHT VICTORIOUS

FIELD DAY LINEUPS

CREWS EVEN AT BRIDGE; ’33 TAKES SHORT LEAD, LAGS IN HOME STRETCH

FIRST YEAR MEN SHOW UNEXPECTED STRENGTH IN RACE

FRESHMEN PROMISE TO MAKE MEETING WARREN NOT TO THROW MISSILES IN GRAND STANDS OR TO CREATE NOISES

SCABBARD AND BLADE WILL SPONSOR DANCE

New Bleachers ERECTED